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Panasonic Introduces AK-HC3900 HD HDR Studio/Field Camera System,
with Upgrade Path to Native 4K
NEWARK, NJ (May 6, 2020) – In an expansion to its AK series studio/field camera line, Panasonic has
announced the cost-effective AK-HC3900GJ/GSJ 1080p HDR studio camera system, which will be
upgradable to native 4K 60p/50p. The new HC3900 follows in the footsteps of the company’s AKHC3800, a model that has defined high-quality professional systemization and cost-efficient production
for close to a decade.
Improvements distinguishing the AK-HC3900G include a full simultaneous HDR/SDR feature set,
expanded multi-format capability (1080: 59.94p, 50p, 59.94i, 50i, 29.97PsF, 25PsF, 23.98PsF; 720:
59.94p/50p) and future optional upgrade to 4K 60p/50p production. The AK-HC3900GJ/GSJ captures its
raw image from an internal 4K imaging system to deliver its stunning HD HDR images with ITU-R BT.2020
wide color space. The Internal 4K capture also means that the future optional 4K system upgrade will
yield a full 2000 TV lines horizontal resolution.
The AK-HC3900GJ/GSJ achieves a high sensitivity of F10 at 59.94Hz (2,000 lx) and a S/N ratio of 62 dB.
The camera offers a built-in motorized ND filter.
The new cost-effective AK-HCU250PJ/PSJ/EJ/ESJ camera control unit (CCU), in combination with the new
AK-HRP250GJ remote operation panel (ROP), will connect the high-grade uncompressed video and
control to the camera head via optical fiber or utilize SMPTE Hybrid cable to provide camera power as
well. The new CCU includes all the system features of the HC3800 along with simultaneous output of
HDR/SDR, and the HC3900’s expanded multi-format capability and 4K upgrade path. New features
include 3G trunk and 3G prompter functions. The new ROP now includes PoE power (no power supply
required) for easy installation.
Both the CCU and the ROP are equipped with SD card slots, which can be used for storing various
settings or upgrading firmware. Camera operators will have a choice of two electronic viewfinders,
either the AK-HVF100GJ nine-inch or AK-HVF75G seven-inch LCD color models.
The AK-HC3900GJ/GSJ, AK-HCU250PJ/PSJ/EJ/ESJ and AK-HRP250GJ will be available in the fourth quarter
2020, with pricing to be announced.
Main features include:
1. Equipped with a large image sensor, achieving high resolution, high sensitivity and low noise
2. Equipped with lens Chromatic Aberration Compensation (CAC), skew reduction function and
Dynamic Range Stretcher (DRS) function
3. Supports High Dynamic Range (HDR) and ITU-R BT.2020 wide color space
4. Supports optional 4K upgrade
For more information about Panasonic professional video products, visit
http://business.panasonic.com/products-professionalvideo or contact Panasonic at 877-803-8492.
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About Panasonic System Solutions Company of North America
Panasonic System Solutions Company of North America, a division of Panasonic Corporation of North
America, delivers game-changing technology solutions that deliver customized experiences to drive
better outcomes—for our customers and our customers’ customers. Panasonic designs and
manufactures reliable, flexible and dependable products and solutions to help create, capture and
deliver information of all types, especially where, when and how it is needed. The complete suite of
Panasonic professional solutions for government and commercial enterprises of all sizes addresses
unified business communications, mobile computing, security and surveillance, retail point-of-sale,
office productivity, audio and visual systems (projectors, displays & digital signage) and professional
video production. To learn more and Panasonic’s business products and solutions visit:
https://na.panasonic.com/us/audio-video-solutions.
About Panasonic Corporation of North America
Newark, NJ-based Panasonic Corporation of North America is committed to creating a better life and a
better world by enabling its business-to-business customers through innovations in Sustainable Energy,
Immersive Entertainment, Integrated Supply Chains and Mobility Solutions. The company is the principal
North American subsidiary of Osaka, Japan-based Panasonic Corporation. One of Interbrand’s Top 100
Best Global Brands of 2019, Panasonic is a leading technology partner and integrator to businesses,
government agencies and consumers across the region. Learn more about Panasonic’s ideas and
innovations at www.na.panasonic.com/us.
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